
Forced Perspective
Perspectiva forzada / Perspectiva forçada.
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What is Forced Perspective?
An in-camera special effect used in 
film and TV (we will do it with 
photography). 

This technique allows you to create 
a cool optical illusion in which an 
object appears much bigger than it 
really is by playing with scale and 
depth. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-sOkjcQcC0




Forced Perspective plays with depth

DEPTH Profundidade Profundidad

SCALE Escala  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oU_iDUV2lRI


What is DEPTH? 
In art, depth refers to the apparent existence of three dimensions in a picture, 
photograph, or other two-dimensional representation: perspective. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MhNhTCLH8YQ


Work in Class. Forced Perspective Homework 
Choices: Anything, shoes, cutout, a video… 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h0KPV0ubc1rp7NBsKOxOfSZEreGp_KV4EbB00UV-KTM/edit?usp=sharing


DHS Example 



Homework examples...  

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1cHvehvhVZ0jjEI7DY3W8bpfhnzDQH6wN/preview


What is SCALE?

In art, scale refers to the overall 
physical size of an artwork, or 
objects in the artwork. 

We always relate scale to the size 
of the human body - how big or 
small the piece is in relation to us. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae8r_4ChhrE


4ab. JAMBOARD. 
GROUP ONE - List off all the things you can use to do this. 

List the best, and worst locations in which to shoot forced perspective. 

GROUP TWO - 

What role does size play in art? 

What role do depth and scale play in photography?

How have you used them in your own photos so far? 



Meets Poll: Have you seen Lord of the Rings? 



Day 2 Moises Levy
This photographer uses forced perspective to create beautiful compositions. 

Moises Levy Class Activity. 20 mins. 

Look through 3 - 4 of the image sections.

Upload to classroom the short answer: 
which of his work you like the best, and 
why? 

How does his use of black+white enhance 
his work? 

Shadows appear to be a main theme…
We see rule of thirds in the video… 

https://moiseslevy.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZFHwCiY8Eg


Rich McCor 

This guy adds to existing photographs with 
black paper cutouts.

He makes them very precise and more 
detailed than what we might need for our 
class, but it is inspiration for anyone feeling 
like doing something less realistic. 

Let’s have a look! 

Is this photography or is it something else? 

WEBSITE

INSTAGRAM

https://www.arch2o.com/british-photographer-remodels-world-famous-architecture-using-paper-cutouts-forced-perspective/
https://paperboyoprints.com/
https://www.instagram.com/paperboyo/?hl=en


Filmmakers often use forced perspective

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=472ldyMT2YY


If you do Forced Perspective on DSLR... 

Aperture 

Depth of Field 

To use the boot example, you want 
to keep everything in focus, 
including both you and the boots! 

You would accomplish this by 
making sure your f stop is at least 
f/16

https://youtu.be/YojL7UQTVhc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfkvw-Lrn7Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YojL7UQTVhc


LOTR Forced Perspective. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TrJJ6ncp1fc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWMFpxkGO_s


Work in Class. Forced Perspective Homework 
Choices: Anything, shoes, cutout, a video… 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h0KPV0ubc1rp7NBsKOxOfSZEreGp_KV4EbB00UV-KTM/edit?usp=sharing

